1. The BGG category over a commutative ring 1.1. SUMMARY. -In the light of the work of Jantzen ([9] , Chapt. 5) the indeterminate present in the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture motivates the replacement of the base field by a commutative ring A. It is therefore natural to try to carry over the notion of the 0 category of BGG (see [I] , [2] , [5] ) to this situation. This is not entirely straightforward and we felt the results may be of independent interest. Thus this rather long first section develops in a little more detail than we actually need most of the natural generalizations. The main results include: a comparison theory of Ext in various categories (1.5, 1.8.9), its relationship with r^ cohomology (1.5.8), a change of ring formula (1.6), primary decomposition when A is a local ring (1.8.4), a comparison of Ext with Ext in specialization when A is a discrete valuation ring (1.9) , and the definition of a symbol (1.10.5) for modules with a p-filtration. 
If
A ^0 is any commutative ring and a^ any Lie algebra, we define OA=A (g) ^ a^. We shall always assume that A is a Q algebra. Define U (oj to be the enveloping algebra of a^ and let Z (a^) denote its centre. Let S (aj denote the symmetric algebra over a^.
1.2.3. Let p be the half sum of the positive roots. For each X, e ^, let A^ be the U (^) module which is A as an A module and in which any H e t) acts through multiplication by (X, H). Extend A), to a U (bj module by letting Xen^ act by zero. Define the U (9^) module M (X) :=U (9^) 00u(b ) ^x-p-It is a free rank one U (n^) module with canonical generator which we denote by i\_ p (or simply, v). It is called a Verma module over U (9^). (ii) zm= X^ (z) m.
Set Q (R)
:
COROLLARY. -Set y^(a, b)= X^(a(a) fo). 77i^n ^r^ is a symmetric bilinear contravariant form on U (g^) M^ values m A. J? defines by passage to the quotient a contravariant form ^\ on M (^).
The first part follows from 1.3.4. Then if aeAnny we have by 1.3.5 (i) that X; (U(cu )<;/)= 0 and so ^ (\J(^),a)=0 as required.
1.3.7.
We call ^\ the canonical contravariant form defined on M (k). It is determined uniquely as a contravariant form by the property 3F\ (i\-p, f^-p)= 1. 1.4.1. If C c: ^ is of the form ^ + P (R) for some ^ e ^, define Kc' to be the category of U (9^) modules M such that:
M= ^ M,.
peC-p
Let Kc be the full subcategory of all MeObKc' such that for each meM, U (n^) m is finitely generated as an A module. Let Kc be the full subcategory of Kc consisting of modules which are finitely generated over U(c^). For example, if C=?i+P(R), then M()i)eObKc. • LEMMA.
(ii) K is closed under subquotients.
(iii) Mi-^M^ is an exact functor on K.
(i) Suppose F c I is finite and 0= ^ m,: m^eM,. We must show that m^=0. The ' •• • -^p proof is by induction on card F.
(ii) is an immediate consequence of 1.4.2 (iii) follows from (i), (ii).
Remark. -1.4.2 and 1.4.3 still hold (and are easier to prove) when we define M,={meM|J^.m==0}. It is enough to check that J^ + J^ = U (t)J when ^, ^ are distinct elements of C -p. By By hypothesis ^i -^ePW-"!^} and so we can find He^ Sufficiency follows from the fact that n^ and hence (n^) 5 is finitely generated over A. Conversely take meM. By hypothesis N: = U (n^) m is a finitely generated A module. Then there exists a finite subset F c= C such that N <= ^ M^. Sincê eF-p X^ M^ c: M^+^ for all oceR^ the assertion follows easily. For each 7 e ^, the wedge product A-7 n^ considered as an ^ module for adjoint action is a finite direct sum of the A^:veNB. Consider the standard resolution (Y*, e) : Y^UO^)®^'^) of A as a U«) module. Endow \ j with a b^ module structure by identification with U(t>A)®u(t) )^L j n^' ^PP^Y tne functor R -> R®^N on U(b^) modules which is exact because N is a free A module to get a resolution (X*, e^) of N. For any U(^) module M we have a bijection of U^) modules:
denned by the universality of the tensor product. It follows that X j is isomorphic to the direct sum of the Qb (^ + v) : [i e Q (N), v e Q (A 7 n^").
Hence the assertion of the Lemma. Since Q(^i) is projective in K^ we have a surjection
Let N 5 be the U (bj submodule of Q^, (n) with generator (n^ ) 5 (1 (g) 1). Let (X*, £1) be the projective resolution ofN 5 in Kc'(b) defined through the conclusion of 1.5. Hence the assertion of the Lemma. 
it follows that the image of ^ in Ext^Q^a), M) is zero, as required. Then: is an isomorphism of A modules. Since T is right exact, it follows that if P is projective in K^', then TP is projective in K^. One checks that the map ^ is independent of the projective resolution taken and is natural.
It is enough to show that either hypothesis implies that (TX*, Tc) is acyclic. Let Q be projective in K^. We show that Q is A projective. Since both c^ 1.8.1. In this subsection we assume that A is a local ring with m its unique maximal ideal and k=A/m its residue field. For any A module M we denote by m\->m the canonical projection (specialization) M -> M /m M. Identify ^ /m ^ with ^. Recall that the Weyl group W acts on ^ and observe that w\=w\, for all weW, ^el)^. Given j^e^, set R^ = { a e R : 2 (a, ^)/(a, a) e Z }. This is itself a root system with Weyl group W^-generated by the s^ : aeR^.
LEMMA [3] . -W^={weW :w^-^eQ(R)}.
Fix ^ie^ and set C=^i+P(R). Call D a Mock if D : = [^ :
KeD} is a W orbit. Since ^-(IeP(R) for all ?ieC, it follows that D is also a W^ orbit.
LEMMA. -Let D be a block. Then there exists ^-e^, vemh^ such that:
(i) s^-^eZa,/or a« oceR,,.
(ii) D=W^+v. 1.9.1. In this subsection we assume that A is a discrete valuation ring over Q. Let 71 e A be a generator of the maximal ideal, k = A/TT A and ^ ^ ?i denote specialization. Fix a P (R) coset C c= ^. By Ext* we shall mean Ext^ [cf. 1.5.7 (ii), 1.8.8 (iii)]. By Ext* we shall mean Ext^ (where C denotes the image of C in t)*). Z ^(W^o.
W6W
Set J^=Ker ^-^, which is a maximal ideal of 8(1)^). Since ^ is regular, the points {w'^^^aredistinctandsoJ^+J^^l^yw^w'. Nowthemap/^ : (pi-^-^(^-i;((p)) of S (t)J to fe is non-zero and vanishes on J^,. Then by say 1.4.3 we can choose ye S (t)J so that all but one of the numbers f^(y) : weW vanish. (ii) Ext^M^i), N1(^2)) is annihilated by K (resp. n 1 : I sufficiently large).
there is a short exact sequence ofk modules:
(i) IfzeZ(gJ,then: setting v^=wi~1 v : f== 1, 2 and using the W in variance of x, we obtain:
1=0
It hence remains to show that e^(9^ _^ (x))^0. Now ^^-v^=w^l^-w^lv^Q, by the hypothesis of regularity. Then since X-is regular the required assertion follows from 1.9.3.
(ii) Let M, NeObKc'. Take a projective resolution (X*, c) of M. The terms Hom^g )(X-7 , N) admit a Z(g^) module structure coming either from the action ofZ(c^) on X 7 , or on N. Thus Ext 7 (M, N) is a Z (g^) module, where the Z (c^) action is the one defined by functoriality of Ext 7 using the Z (9^) action on M or on N. By 1.3.5 (ii), Ker ^ acts by zero on M(^) : i= 1, 2. Hence J annihilates Ext-^M, N) and so (ii) follows from (i).
To prove (iii), (iv), consider the short exact sequence:
in K^. This given an injection:
and so (ii) implies (iii). Again if D is regular, then the long exact sequence for Ext 7 (M (X-i), -) decomposes by (ii) into short exact sequences:
of A modules and hence, by (ii) again, of k modules. Now M (^i) is a free A module and so taking (p to be specialization in 1.6.2 we can replace the middle term by Ext^M^i), M^)). Hence (iv). 
Under the hypothesis and 1.5.2, it follows that n is surjective. The assertion then follows from 1.9.6 (ii) and Nakayama's Lemma. Suppose ?4=^. By 1.9.5 (iii) one has Horn (M(^i), M(^))=0. Then by 1.9.5(iv) with 7=0, we obtain the required conclusions. If ^1=^2, apply 1.9.7 observing the obvious fact that Ext^M^i), M(^i))=0.
1.9.9. The Lemma fails for non-regular blocks; but we still have vanishing. This follows from the corresponding result in specialization (c/. [5] , Thm. 4) and 1.9.7.
LEMMA. -Let Dc=C be a block. For each X^, X^eD and allj>Q one has:
unless K^^ and Ii<<^2. 1.10.2. Let E be a finite dimensional simple U(g) module. Let O^reE be a highest weight vector and set E^=U(gz) v. One has Ez=U(n^) v and since (n^) 1 v=Q for all / sufficiently large, it follows that E^ is a-finitely generated torsion free and hence free Z module. Then E^ : = A (x)^ E^ is a free A module of rank equal to dim E, Since A ^ A** as an A module, E^E^*. LEMMA. -J/MeObK^ admits a p-filtration, then so does GgM. Since Og is exact, it suffices to prove to the assertion when M ^ M (^i). This obtains exactly as in [6] , 7.6.14. 1.10.5. In the remainder of section 1.10 we assume that the blocks of C are all semiregular (1.9.4). Let DcC be a (semi-regular) block. We can write D=W^+TIV for some ^, v e t)A and we let W(k) denote the stabilizer of ^ in W (equivalently in W,,). To a module M e Ob K^ with a p-filtration and equipped with a non-degenerate contravariant form ^ we associate a symbol p(M, ^')eM [71, TI'^W^/W^) defined as follows. Let {F'M}^! be a p-filtration of M satisfying the conclusion of 1.10.4 and set =W^+TIV. By 1.9.9 each factor F'M/F^M is a direct sum of n, copies of M (w^ + Tiv) and we denote their canonical generators by v^ y : r = 1, 2, ..., n,. By 1.9.5 (ii) we can choose I sufficiently large so that Tr^F'M is a direct sum of the Verma modules M(w^+7rv) :j^i. This allows us to choose ^.eF'M, i^eF^M such that v^ : ^^Tr" 1 !;^ is a canonical generator for M(w,X+7iv) and a representative of v^. Since the X, are pairwise distinct it follows from 1.9.5 (ii) that the A module V, generated by the v^ is uniquely determined by the following properties. One, V, is a free A submodule ofjc'^F 1 M of rank n,. Two, each veV, is a highest weight vector of weight ^-p. Three, the image of V, in re" 1 F'M/n' 1 F 14 ' 1 M is just the A submodule generated by the v^ :r= 1,2, .. .,n,. The form ^ extends to n~1 F'M and we consider its restriction to V;. Let us show that this restriction is non-degenerate. Set II = {n 1 :1 e N}. It suffices to show that Tr 1 ]^®!!" 1^! (^)"' is an orthogonal direct sum for ^'. By contravariance it is enough to consider the restriction of ^ to weight subspaces. Suppose u belongs to a highest weight subspace of M^y' and v to a weight space of M^)^ : ^•^^i having thesame weight. The latter cannot be a highest weight space and so there exists a e U (n^ )^-ŝ uch that v=av' for some highest weight vector i/eM^y^.Then a (a) u=Q and so Q=^'{<J{a)u,v')=^(u,av r )=^'(u,v}. We conclude that ^(K, M^)"')^ and sô (M(^y\ M(^)"Q=0, as required. We can now define the symbol p (M, ^f). Since A is a principal ideal domain and in fact every ideal of A has the form (n 1 ) : Ie I^J, we can choose bases { x^}, {y^} (see [9] 1.10.6. Let E be a finite dimensional simple U (g) module. Since E is a simple quotient of a Verma module it inherits a non-degenerate contravariant form from the canonical contra variant form defined (1.3.7) on the latter. This form restricts to E^ and extends to a non-degenerate contravariant form ^F' on E^. Now suppose M e Ob K^ has a ^-filtration and is equipped with some non-degenerate contravariant form ^. Then ^' (x) ^ is defined as a non-degenerate contravariant form on E^®A^' ^Y contra variance, primary decomposition (1.8.6) is an orthogonal direct sum with respect to ^F' (x) ^F and so we obtain a non-degenerate contravariant ^\ on each primary component M^ by restriction. Since each M, admits a ^-filtration, the symbol ^(M,, ^) is defined. A basic problem is to compute the p(M^, ^\) from j?(M, ^). A formula ofJantzen ( [8] , Sect. 5, formula for a^) does just this in certain "multiplicity free" cases. It leads to operators defining a Hecke algebra-a fact which we believe to be the key to understanding the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture. Let 6 be some product of the Og and F^. When ^ defined on 9 M (w \) obtains from the canonical contravariant form on the Verma module M (w 'k) by applying the above procedure we simply write p(QM(w^)) for p(QM(w^), ^).
1.10.7. For any ^ e C we consider (as in 1.2.3) A^_ p as a U (b^) module. Let N be a 11(5^) module admitting a finite filtration with factors amongst the A^_p : ^eC. Since U^) is a free right U(b^) module M : =U(gA) ®u(b )N admits a p-filtration with factors amongst the M (X) : ^ e C. In particular Q 5 {K) (notation 1.5.3) admits a p-filtration and by 1.8.7 so does Q (^, D) for any block D c= C. Then by 1.8.9 every module projective in Kâ dmits a p-filtration. Now choose ^eC so that ^ is dominant and let Q be the projective cover of M(?i) in Kc. By 1.9.9 and the above, one has Ext^M^), Q)=0 and so Q^M(X-). Thus M(^) is projective and so is O^M^) for any finite dimension simple module E. By [6] , 7.6.14 which extends easy to the present situation it follows that every indecomposable module projective in K^ is a direct summand of the DgM(X-) : ^eC, K dominant and E finite dimensional. Again by 1.10.4, 9g M (^) has a p-filtration and by [6] 4 ' 1^-)^). It follows that the free finitely generated A module jr 1 ®^ acts faithfully on the free finitely generated A module HomAOJ^nA^, ^^^^(n^v) and so Jf(x),A acts faithfully on M(?i).
Since U (9^) = U (9^) Z (X) © (Jf (g) ^ A) this proves the required equality. Thus U (X,) : = U (c^)/Ann M (X) is a free A module. Furthermore considered as a U (g^) module for adjoint action it is a direct sum of the EA and by Kostanfs Theorem ([6], 8.3.11) we obtain the LEMMA. -For each X, G C one has an isomorphism Homy^) (EA, U (X)) ^(EA% of A modules. 1.10.9. We extend to case of a ring a result of Bernstein and Gelfand [2] , 3.5. Let K^ ' denote the full subcategory of all M e Ob K" ' satisfying Z (k) M = 0, and Og (k) the restriction of 9g to K^''. Call a functor K^/ -> K" ' a projective ^-functor if it is isomorphic to a direct summand of Og^) for some finite dimensional U(g) module E. [10] we define for each x, y e W a polynomial R^ y in an indeterminate q [(^-1)R,,^)+^R^^), otherwise.
The Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials

Let W be a Weyl group with generating set S and length function l(.). Following Kazhdan and Lusztig
Let ^ denote the matrix with entries R^y. Then ^(1) is the identity matrix and R^ y ^ 0 o x ^ y, that is ^ is upper triangular (with respect to a basis {x"J of C W satisfying Xi-^Xj => i<j) with ones on the diagonal. We call such a matrix unipotent. Let prime denote differentiation. For the choice of the set of positive roots R + defined with respect to S one has for all xeW, oceR'^ that l(s^x)>x o x~1 oceR".
LEMMA. -For each x, yeW one has:
/i^f 1 ' y^8^^ oceR 4 ', ;(s^x)>x, 
The proof is by induction on l(y). By (i) it holds if l(y)=Q. Noting that R^ ^y(l)=0 unless x=y, (ii) gives:
1(i)) of ^ one has that y(p)<y(-p)=U and so ^~(p)-}-^~(-p)=Q. Hence we may write in a unique fashion~( p)=i^(t)-i^(t~1}
where V is a strictly upper triangular matrix with entries polynomial in t. Define strictly upper triangular matrices ^( l) : ie^J with entries polynomial in t induct! vely though i^^^i^ and:
(Note that by Baker-Campbell-Hausdorffthe right-hand side takes the form exp °£ where by triangularity °£ has entries polynomial in t, t~1 and satisfies ^(t)= -^(r~1).) Eventually y<^=0 and we set j?=exp i^( l) exp ^( 2) . . .exp ^0 ) which is a unipotent matrix with entries Q, , polynomial in t. By construction ^ (p)=^{t)(^(t ~ 1 ))" l and ^(r) is uniquely determined by this relation and the requirement that it be polynomial in t with Q^ , (1 ) By the construction these properties determine the matrix ^ with entries P-,.{q} completely. From the last relation P^y is polynomial in q and coincides with the polynomial defined through ([10], 2.2 c).
LEMMA. -For all x, ^eW, one has:
2P^(l)=(l(y)-l(x))P^(l)-E R^(1)P^(1).
Z£W Differentiate (*) and apply 2.2. 3.3. Given v e P (R), let E (v) denote the unique up to isomorphism simple U (9) module with extreme weight v. Now recall that for each a e B^ we can choose v^ e P (R) such that -^+v^ is dominant and that (P, -^+vJ=0: (3eR + is equivalent to (3= a. That is (-?i+vJ "lies on the a-walF. Set D=W^ ?i+8r, D^W^-vJ+8^. Define an exact functor v)/^ on K^ through:
It is called the translation functor to the a-wall. Define an exact function (p^ on Kc through:
It is called the translation functor from the a-wall. Finally define an exact functor 9^ on Kt hrough O^cpaVK-It is called the reflection functor (coherent continuation) across the a-wall. For /?>0, (*) has the unique solution s^w^k^w^^ (as above) and so s^w=wSy_. Since ws^>w, this gives w~1 ReR'^ and so (P,u;?i)<0 which contradicts the positivity of r. The denominator gains a factor of t" :^=dim E(-VO()_(^_,.P) for each r==-2(P,w(X-vJ)/(P,P)eN + and each peR"". Set v'=u-v,-r^. Then u;^-v / =w(X--v^)+rp=So^w^. For n>0, this has (as above) the unique solution v'=wv^ and so r=0. This contradicts the positivity pfr, so the required assertion is proved.
Take i=2. We show that a,, (u -.s.^ /, + (S/ -p)= tu, where u is a unit in A. Its numerator gains a factor oft" : n=dim E(-vJ-(ws,v,-r p) for each r : =^2(P, ws, X)/(P,P)e^+ and each PGR"'. Set v / =5p(ws^v^-rp). Then:
ws^ K -v' = ws^ ^ -Sp ws^ v^ -r P = Sp ws^ X -Sp ws^ v^ = Sp ws^ ^.
For n > 0 we obtain the unique solution Sp ws^ ^ = w X^ and so 5p M; = ws^. Since ws^ > w, this gives w~1 P=a and so 2(P, ws^AP,?)^"'. As v'eWv, we have n=l, so the numerator has a factor of t. A similar calculation to the above shows that the denominator has no factor of t and so we have proved the required assertion. (We remark that of course these computations are embedded in Jantzen's work.) We conclude that: (vi) 9^=9,©9,.
(i) Obtains from 3.5. For (ii) observe that L {ws^ 'k) is a quotient of M (ws^ X)/M (w K} and apply (i) (for t = 0) using the exactness of 6^. Set a = X, -v^. By 1.10.3 the module (p^M(wu4- §Q has a p-filtration and as in [9] , 2.3, it follows that for all w'eW^, [(p^M(u;u+8?) : M (w' )i + 5Q] = dim E (v J,/ where v'=w'^-wu. By [9] , 2.9, the latter equation has just two solutions namely w' = w, v' = w v^ and w= w5^, v' = ws^ v^. In both cases v' is an extreme weight of E (vj and hence occurs with multiplicity one. Thus Y has a two-step p-filtration with factors X, Z. Finally by 1.9.8 it follows from ws^ > w that Z is a quotient of Y. Hence (iii).
By (iii), L(w^) is a simple quotient ofY and by 1.7.1 any other simple quotient is isomorphic to L{ws^ K). Yet by 3.4 and (ii), one has:
Hom(e,X,L(ws^))^Hom(X,e^L(u;s^))=0. Hence (iv). Furthermore we also see that 6^ L (w ^) ^ 0.
• Since every simple object in Kp is isomorphic to some \|/^L(w?i) with ws^>w we obtain (v). By 1.10.10 it is enough to show for (vi) that O^Y^Y'CY' where Y^e^M^+SO and u+5^eC with [i dominant. Applying 9^ to (iii) and ;using (i) we obtain an exact sequence 0 -> Y' -> G^Y' -> \' -> 0. YetM^+SOandhenceY'isprojectivemKcO.lO^and so this sequence splits.
3.7. Define M,Y as in 3.5, 3.6. Let ^;:f= 1,2, be the form on Y which obtains from the form J^, on M defined (in 3.5) by applying the procedure of 1.10.6. Jantzen's formula for a\, ([8] , Sect. 5) gives as in 3.5:
(ly^Y.^^u^+r 1( 2) p(Y,^)=tw5,+w.
3.8. We can interpret 6^ as a linear map 6^ on ^1 [t, t~1] \\\ defined as follows:
Set T^= t^^-1 and q= t 2 . Then from (*) we obtain (T^-g)(T^+1)=0. Given weWŵ ith reduced decomposition w= s^s^... Si where s,=s^ : a,eB^ we set T ^ = T, T, ... T,. From (*) it is a simple exercise to show that T ^ is independent of the reduced decomposition chosen. It follows that the T., : weW\ generate over Q [g, q~1] a Hecke algebra in the sense of [10] , Sect. distinct. Indeed the "only" difficulty in the proof that can arise is that at some step Mâ dmits two non-isomorphic factors in its p-filtration which on translation to the appropriate wall become isomorphic. Unfortunately this difficulty is a very real one since by (*) one haŝ = r 9 a +1 ~19^. Owing to the factor of t ~1 one cannot have say:
w=tQ,w+t~lQ,w=tp(6,M(w^))+t~lp(Q,M(w^).
Indeed this would contradict the splitting 9^ M(w X)=9^ M(w ?i)©9^ M(w 'k) implied by 3.6 (vi) and in fact p(Q 2^ M(w ^))=2p(Q^ M(w ?i)). Any proof of (Ql) must thus take account of the fact that M(w^ X,+8r) is projective and w is reduced.
3.9. For each w e W^ let P (w ^ + St) denote the projective cover of L {w ^k) in Ob K^. It follows from 3.6 (iii) that M^ admits P (w^ w -1 ^ + St) as an indecomposable summand and furthermore the remaining summands are just the P(u^u/~1 ^+8^) : w'<w (with appropriate multiplicities). A further open question (Q2) is to show that this sum is an orthogonal direct sum for the form on M ^. If we further assume the truth of the KazhdanLusztig conjecture (which would determine the above multiplicities) positive answers to (Ql) and (Q2) would give the following result which we state as a conjecture.
CONJECTURE. -For each yeW^ one has:
Observe that ifp(P(}^+8?))is so given then it is polynomial in t and the coefficient of t° is just y. Conversely if(Ql) and (Q2) hold then this property determines the p(P(y?i+8t)) uniquely and implies the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture. From this it easily follows that I^N=0 o\|/^N=0. Since (po, is faithful [3.6(v)] we obtain (i). A similar argument gives (ii).
Remark. -A corresponding result holds in K^. Let P be a projective cover of Z. We have a commutative diagram:
with row and column exact and/i =/|N. By 1.9.5 (ii), Ext 1 (Z, X) is annihilated by t, so tfĉ an be extended to a map/' ofP into X. Given ye\ we can choose peP such that 7i'(p)=-?r(y). Then the map g'.y^y-f^-t'^f^p) ofY into t^X is independent of the peP chosen and coincides on X with the identity on X. Consequently the map h ''y [ we obtain the exact sequence:
Under the hypothesis of (ii) the second term in (*) vanishes and gives (ii). Then (iii) obtains from (i), (ii) and [5] , Thm. 4. Under the hypothesis of (iv) the first and last terms of(*) vanish ([6], 7.6.23; [5] , Thm. 4). Hence (iv).
Remark. -Take w'^ws^ but reverse the roles of w, w' in (iv). By 3.6 one has dim Ext^MQ^), L(ws^))^l and in fact equality holds. Then by 3.11 (iii) the map defined in (ii) is bijective o L (ws^ X,) is a direct summand ofU^ L (w ?i) <=> L (w ?i) is a quotient of M(w5^y. The latter is an obvious consequence of assuming the Jantzen filtration (see Sect. 4) to be hereditary (see Sect. 4).
The Jantzen conjecture and main Theorem
As in 3.1 we take A=C[^) and C=?i+5t+P(R) with both X, 8et)* regular and -?i dominant. Bar denotes specialization at t=0. 
o-^X^-^Yj^X^O.
Again we set ZJ= TI (Y^/Z^1 and:
which give the exact sequences:
o-.Z^-YJ-.Z^O,
From (2), (4), (5) we get a four-step filtration (see p. 300) on Y^ We wish to relate this to the non-degenerate form on Y^ (denoted by < , » defined by passage to quotient.
(^) LEMMA. -For all je^:
(ii) <X^,Ker(Y^ZJ)>=0.
Take x e XJ+i, ^ e Yj. Let x (resp. y) be an element ofX^1 (resp. Y-7 r\ X) whose image in XJ+i (resp. YJ) is x (resp. .y). By 3.14 we have (x, 0), Cy,0)eY and by 3.15 that OU^O^^x^/e^"' 1 ), since xeX-7 "' 1 . Hence <x^>=0, which proves (i).
For (ii) we fix x, x as in (i). By (i) it is enough to take zeZ^ and to show that <x, z>=0. Choose zeZ^1 whose image in Z^+i is Z By 4.2 (hi) there exists x'eX^2 such that (r^x^z^Y. Then by 3.15 we have ((x^OUr-^z^r-^x^e^4-1 ).
That is <( x, z)=0, which proves (ii).
4.6. Take M e Ob K^. Since 9, is exact we may define M + (resp. M ~) to be the smallest (resp. largest) submodule of M such that 6^ (M/M + ) = 0 (resp. 6^ M -= 0). We remark that by 3.6 (ii), (v), 9^ L = 0 for a simple object L e Ob ^5 is equivalent to L ^ L (y X) with y e Wâ ndy>ys^.
(^) LEMMA. -For each j e N + :
(i)Z;=ZJ.
(ii)X7=X?. o-X7-.u^z;-.z^-o.
The hypothesis and 4.6 (i) gives (i). Through the non-degenerate form on Y^ and 4.5 (ii) it follows that XJ+1 is isomorphic to asubmoduleof5(Z^). Thus every simple factor Lot XJ+1 satisfies G^ L 7^ 0. Then by 4.6.1 /2 (ii), it follows that Xj+1 is oc-minus decomposable, which through the non-degenerate form on X^+i and 4.6 gives (ii). Consequently XJ+i=X^+i 8(Z^) through 4.3 (v). The semisimplicity ofZ^ then implies (iii). By 3.5 (ii),4.3 (ii)anda-decomposabilityonehasG^Z^=G^Z^ =Y^. SinceZ^ issemisimple by hypothesis we obtain from 3.11 a complex 0 -> Z^ -> G^ Z^ -> Z^ -> 0 with cohomology U^ Z ^ satisfying 6^ (U^ Z ^ ) = 0. Thus (iv) results from (iii) and the middle two terms of the four-step filtration of Y^.
4.8.
We may now give our main result. Recall that -?iet)* is dominant, regular.
(^) THEOREM. -Suppose -\ e t)* is dominant and regular. Then for each w e W^, a e Bŝ atisfying ws^>w one has:
(i) \J^L(wK) is semisimple. 'MQ'^)
